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DEVELOPMENT OF A COGNITIVE ROBOT FOR UNLOADING IN LOGISTICS

Meeting in Pisa

By Jose Manel Bonilla and Teresa Wesley
The beginning of summer started off with Pisa hosting a RobLog collaboration meeting to discuss the analysis of the axes and the integration of
systems in this area. In attendance, were representatives of all of the partners who over the course of the three-day meeting discussed the necessity of using the axes, and to specifically indicate which axes had to be
controlled and which had to be passive. It was concluded that axes 1, 2,
and 5 were indicated as active, while axes 3 and 4 are passive. Axes 6 and
7 were originally considered necessary, but upon further inspection, they
were not as essential as the other active axes. Two other critical points
were discussed: the integration of the grippers and monitoring system.
Both points involved propositions mounting onto the head of the Empticon.
BIBA and UNIPI presented two possible solutions of the grippers, while for
the monitoring system, it was agreed to use an Asus sensor. The choice
of PLCs and CNC still needs to be determined among BIBA, QUBIQA and
UNIPI at the same time the high-level control will be created by ÖREBRO.

From Örebro to Pisa...

By Gualtiero Fantoni
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Jacobs and Pisa
Integration
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Designs of the New Empticon Machine
Further collaboration in Pisa during the summer also took place, hosting
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key members from ORU. Together, the two universities worked on an
integrated system composed of a KUKA Light Weight Robot, a mechanical
under-actuated gripper (Velvet Gripper) mounted on the wrist of the robot, a
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vision sensor on board of the gripper and a grasp planner. The aim of the collaboration was the development of a well-established optimization-based planning
Alteburgstr. 150, 72762
scheme to the specifics of the Velvet Fingers. The most important result
Reutlingen, Germany
observed, was that the adaptability of the gripper - with the aid of the active
surface - can remarkably simplify yet also create a robust grasp in the planning.
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From Jacobs to
Pisa...
By Gualtiero Fantoni and
Teresa Wesley

In the beginning of summer,
Narunas
Vaskevicius
and
Christian Mueller set out from
Jacobs University to the University of
Pisa. There, they collaborated with
the Pisa team on the integration of
manipulation and vision in the
framework created for Roblog.
During
this
stay,
the
ROS
components for the KUKA arm and MoveIt (for path planning) was created. Together,
they then integrated them with the perception pipeline and the Velvet Fingers module. The main
results were the ability to start a cycle of detecting and grasping an object via the Roblog GUI.
The photograph above features team members (from left to right): Vinicio Tincani (UNIPI), Jose
Manuel Bonilla (UNIPI), Chris Mueller (Jacobs) and Narunas Vaskevicius (Jacobs) and is a sample
from the collaboration in Pisa together.
						
Hardware
Designs of the New Empticon Machine
By Rafael Mortensen Ernits and Teresa Wesley

The final design of the functional head of the Empticon with the RobLog developed gripping
units came to fruition after a lengthy stretch of concept consideration. Integration between BIBA,
Unipi and Qubiqa by way of weekly Skype conferences have immensely assisted and expedited
the process bringing it from design to reality. The weekly meetings began in June and will continue
throughout the work contained in WP6. Each meeting runs through the open protocols and defines deadlines for existing work. Currently underway is the new PLC system for the Empticon, the
design of the Velvet and the Needle Roll Gripper. A challenge arose after it was foreseen that the
first kinematic defined during the meetings in end of May in Pisa caused an undesired tilt of the head,
which could read 11 degrees at the corners of the container.
After identifying the problem, an alternative had to be found to overcome the hindrance. Many
proposals were given by all partners and they were extensively discussed in order to find the best
solution for the project. In the end, it was decided to use a parallel kinematics from the tilting conveyor
to the head in a way enabling the head to always stay parallel to the floor while the tilting conveyor
moves up and down. It was also decided to include a pneumatic vertical tilting axis to the head in
order to facilitate the gripping of sacks laying directly on the floor. Furthermore, it is worth to mention
the Box-in-a-Box concept, which will simplify the interface and exchange of the grippers, and also an
unloading procedure was defined.
The new design of the Empticon is completely aligned to the new demands, and the reinforcement
of its mechanics in order to carry a new gripping system plus the coffee sack. These new designs
features, along with its new PLC control system, are among the most challenging activities that are
being developed.
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